Would you like a security solution that
changes all the rules when it comes to
security, control and compliance?
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Software Security for a multi-vendor ATM environment

Experience a new world of interaction
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Secure your network, maintain
control and achieve compliance
With today’s banking environment depending more than ever

Traditional approaches to security are reactive and do not offer

on convenience and trust, there is no room for compromise

zero day protection (protection even before a threat emerges).

when it comes to securing your self-service channel.

Either a virus signature has to be published and deployed,

The self-service industry is now recognising the need for a
new, tailored approach to software security that addresses

rules updated or behaviour modified before the system can
be protected. Until then your ATMs could be at risk.

all potential risks, not just traditional threats such as viruses,

Solidcore Suite for APTRA, on the other hand, is proactive.

worms and trojans. Today’s threats, such as memory-based

Even before a new threat emerges, the ATM is protected

attacks, are not addressed by typical anti-virus products.

because only authorised code can run and existing code

And the fastest growing threat is from insider attacks. This

cannot be hijacked.

could be a fraudulent attempt to exploit the automated
teller machine (ATM) or even a well-intentioned attempt
to deploy an untested patch in haste that could bring the
network down. The risk of non-compliance is not an option
either. Because of the growing threat of identity theft and
card fraud, the Payment Card Industry has introduced a
data security standard (PCI DSS). For all ATM deployers, this

Unique defense against insider threats
Insider threats include the growing trend of attacks that are
intentionally done to exploit the system and cause harm, as
well as accidental damage caused by well-intentioned actions
such as patching without adequate testing or modifying
software.

means new requirements for security technology controls and

Because the software on the ATM is protected with Solidcore

processes to protect cardholder data.

Suite for APTRA, the risks of insider attacks are mitigated. And

Any security approach for the ATM environment has to offer
complete protection from all threats—known or unknown—
while also ensuring that ATM performance is not affected in
any way and that standards compliance is met.
NCR Solidcore Suite for APTRA provides comprehensive ATM
security and includes centralised management with reporting
and alerts through McAfee’s ePolicy Orchestrator (ePO) for
next generation security and dramatic savings in time and
money in achieving and maintaining compliance.
Solidcore Suite for APTRA
Proactive “install and forget” ATM security
Solidcore Suite for APTRA from NCR changes all the rules
of traditional software security approaches, offering total
protection and comprehensive, transparent security. With
Solidcore Suite for APTRA, only authorised code can run. Disc
and memory protection mean that authorised code cannot
be tampered with, there can be no modifications or deletions
and the system cannot be hijacked. All this comes without the
operational overheads of traditional approaches to security
such as anti-virus, rules or behaviour-based systems or typical
white-listing products.

there is no pressure or need to rush to deploy new patches
without testing because the ATM has zero day protection.
Patching is then brought under control and downtime is
minimised.

Solidcore Suite for APTRA cannot be disabled or removed

Complete compliance control

from the ATM outside the authorised process. Authorised

The cost of non-compliance includes punitive charges from

updates can be controlled and easily and efficiently managed

industry standards and the risk of reputational damage and

via the central management console.

lost business which potentially could have the biggest impact

Operational control and centralized management

to you as a financial services provider.

Complete operational control is achieved by locking down

Introduced by the Payment Card Industry, PCI DSS is a major

your system, then preventing and detecting any attempted

focus for both the financial and retail industries today. This

unauthorised changes through centralised management.

program is intended to protect card holder data wherever

Now that NCR Solidcore Suite for APTRA includes the McAfee

it resides, ensuring that members, merchants and service

central management console, ePO, it delivers real-time

providers maintain the highest levels of information security.

continuous file integrity monitoring, with configurable
dashboards that give real-time visibility of the entire network.
Automated reporting and real-time alerts can be sent via
SNMP or email or also conveniently tie into the syslog server.
Actionable information on the events behind the real-time
alert includes information such as the nature of the change,
the location, time and personnel. This ability to do root
cause analysis is incredibly useful if the ATM goes down for

Like all compliance programs, there are two separate
components: compliance with PCI requirements and validation
of PCI compliance.
Solidcore Suite for APTRA provides categorical control over
the ATM infrastructure with and auditable security, enabling
you to fulfill the requirements and also validate compliance in
an efficient and cost-effective manner.

any reason. The tamper-resistant event log can be searched

Improved cost of ownership

remotely to assess whether the event was caused by a

Solidcore Suite for APTRA’s active-whitelisting capability can

software-related issue such as the deployment of an untested

be left to run with no rules to be set or lists to be managed

patch. If so it can be addressed in the shortest possible time

and maintained or behavioural training required. This, relieves

from insight to response.

the pressure on your resource investments and easy and

Automated workflows—policy assignment, task scheduling
and incident responses also speed up response times.

efficient centralised management and report generation
results in minimal resource impact for auditing. And with
proven leadership in self-service and multi-vendor software,

McAfee ePolicy Orchestrator

NCR’s installation and integration services give you confidence

McAfee’s ePO software delivers the most advanced security

that there will be no impact on your ATM performance or

management and is the foundation of the McAfee Security

availability.

Management platform. It is already being used to unify the
security management, network data and compliance solutions
for over 45,000 organisations globally.
These organisations are now taking a strategic approach
to security—consolidating security portfolios to reduce
complexity, investing in next-generation technologies to
optimise protection and integrating with existing IT assets
to streamline processes. This means a saving of time and
money—with the benefit of more effective security.

Why NCR?
With over 125 years of experience and knowledge, NCR is the
leading global provider of payments, assisted- and self-service
solutions. NCR has been the global number one manufacturer
or ATMs for more than 22 consecutive years. We help our
clients around the world improve their customer interactions,
implement change quickly and proactively, and transform
their business to become leaders and change agents. We
can help you, too.
Contact your NCR representative, or visit www.ncr.com and
find out how NCR Solidcore Suite for APTRA can help you
make the most of your self-service network.
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